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Abstract
This article presents a comparative study of the semantics of conversion between
verbs and nouns in two languages with different morphological structures – English
and Czech. To make the cross-linguistic comparison of semantic relations possible,
a cognitive approach is used to provide conceptual semantic categories applicable
within both languages. The semantic categories, based on event schemata introduced
by Radden and Dirven (2007) primarily for syntactic description, are applied to data
samples of verb–noun conversion pairs in both languages, using a dictionary-based
approach. We analyse a corpus sample of 300 conversion pairs of verbs and nouns in
each language (e.g., run.v – run.n, pepper.n – pepper.v; běhat ‘run.v’– běh ‘run.n’,
pepř ‘pepper.n’ – pepřit ‘pepper.v’) annotated for the semantic relation between the
verb and the noun. We analyse which relations appear in the two languages and how
often, looking for sizeable differences to answer the question of whether the mor-
phological characteristics of a language influence the semantics of conversion. The
analysis of the annotated samples documents that the languages most often employ
conversion for the same concepts (namely, INSTANCE OF ACTION/PROCESS and RE-
SULT) and that the range of semantic categories in English and Czech is generally
the same, suggesting that the differences in the morphology of the two languages do
not affect the range of possible meanings that conversion is employed for. The data
also show a difference in the number of types of combinations of multiple semantic
relations between the verb and the noun in a single conversion pair, which was found
to be larger in English than in Czech, and also in the frequency with which certain
individual semantic relations occur, and these differences seem to be at least partially
related to the morphological characteristics of Czech and English.
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1 Introduction

Conversion is a well-studied phenomenon in English, typically understood as “the
process by which lexical items change category without any concomitant change in
form” (Lieber, 2005: 418). The concept has also been discussed in the cross-lingual
perspective to see how it can be approached in languages with different morpho-
logical characteristics (Valera, 2015). In languages where word class is marked by
overt inflectional material, formal identity between words from different word classes
is rare. In this context, conversion is defined as word-formation without the use of
derivational material, based on the fact that although there may be changes in inflec-
tional markers, “a new meaning is added which is not supported by any derivational
morpheme” (Štekauer et al., 2012: 213). English has also been the main focus of de-
scriptions of the types of semantic change that occurs in conversion (Marchand, 1969;
Adams, 1973; Clark & Clark, 1979; Cetnarowska, 1993; Plag, 1999; Martsa, 2013).
However, there is only limited research on whether the range of semantic types found
for English is also applicable to other languages and whether the type of semantic
change is influenced by a language’s morphological characteristics.

This article presents a comparative study of the semantic types of conversion be-
tween verbs and nouns in English and Czech as a contribution to investigating the
interaction between the range of semantic categories expressed by conversion and
the language’s morphological characteristics. Our methodology is based on cognitive
approaches to conversion as metonymy (Kövecses & Radden, 1998: 54–61; Dirven,
1999; Buljan, 2004; Schönfeld, 2005; Martsa, 2013) and approaches that apply se-
mantic classification of conversion on language data (Gottfurcht, 2008; Valera, 2020;
Mititelu et al., 2023). Conceptual semantic categories applicable across both lan-
guages are applied to a random sample of 300 conversion pairs of verbs and nouns
extracted from corpora in each language, and the differences between the types of
categories assigned in each language and their frequency are analysed. Our approach
abstracts from the direction of conversion, the determination of which is a notorious
issue in conversion research (Marchand, 1964; Plank, 2010; Bram, 2011; Tribout,
2020) and becomes even more pronounced in the cross-lingual perspective.

We focus on English and Czech as representatives of languages with different mor-
phological characteristic affecting the formal aspects of conversion between verbs
and nouns. English is a language with predominantly analytic morphological features
in which the citation forms of nouns and verbs do not include any overt inflectional
markers, and it is therefore possible for a noun and a verb to have completely identical
forms, as exemplified in (1). Czech is a language with rich inflectional morphology
and verbs have obligatory overt inflectional markers even in their citation forms – it
is therefore not possible for a verb and a noun to have identical forms, as exempli-
fied in (2); cf. the thematic suffix (conveying the imperfective grammatical aspect)
and the infinitival ending which are dropped when converting the verb běhat ‘run.v’
to the noun běh ‘run.n’ in (2a), and the addition of these inflectional markers to the
noun in the reverse process of forming the verb pepřit ‘pepper.v’ in (2b). However,
in both languages, the pairs do not differ in word-formation affixes – the morpholog-
ical structure of nouns and verbs that are the result of conversion is the same as the
structure of a primary unmotivated noun or verb (see Sect. 2.1 for more details).
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(1) a. run.v > run.n
b. pepper.n > pepper.v

(2) a. běh-a-t > běh
run-IPFV-INF run
‘run.v’ ‘run.n’

b. pepř > pepř-i-t
pepper pepper-IPFV-INF

‘pepper.n’ ‘pepper.v’

The fact that in English, words can be used as nouns or verbs with such ease be-
cause there is no change in form required (e.g., Bauer, 1983: 226–227) is often spoken
about in connection with the wide semantic range covered by conversion. Many au-
thors have remarked on the large variety of meanings that converted words express
compared to words formed by the addition of overt derivational material (Plag, 1999:
220–221, Lieber, 2005: 422). In the Czech context, the verbal thematic suffix and
the nominal inflectional ending can be assumed to perform the role of the deriva-
tional affix and therefore have a similar type of semantic effect. For example, in the
Czech academic grammar (Štícha et al., 2018), verbs formed using conversion are
first classified based on the thematic suffix (similarly to the way derived words are
classified based on the derivational affix), and only then described in terms of mean-
ing categories. In contrast, our analysis documents that the formal specifics of Czech
conversion do not make the process significantly different from English conversion in
terms of the semantic change involved and the range of meanings that it can express.

Our analysis shows that the same set of conceptual categories appears in Czech
and English in a comparable sample of conversion pairs, with only marginal cate-
gories missing in one language and present in the other. At the same time, no residual
category was needed in either language – all pairs could be classified into one of
the previously defined semantic categories. The same two categories (INSTANCE OF

ACTION/PROCESS and RESULT) occur the most frequently in both languages. Differ-
ences were found in the frequency of some other categories and also in the number
of combinations of multiple categories in a single conversion pair, which was larger
in English. The finding that differences between the Czech and English sample do
not affect the range of categories expressed in conversion, but rather, in some cases,
how frequently the categories are expressed, has implications for the nature of the
influence of a language’s morphological type on the semantic types of conversion.

The article is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, we review the literature on conver-
sion in English and Czech (Sect. 2.1) and on the semantic classification of conversion
(Sect. 2.2) and outline the relevance of previous cognitive approaches to conversion
for the semantic comparison carried out in this article (Sect. 2.3). In Sect. 3, we de-
scribe the data compilation procedure and introduce the method used for semantic
annotation. The method is novel in that cognitive categories that are primarily de-
signed for describing the syntactic-semantic structure of sentences are applied to the
cross-linguistic comparison of conversion. To the best of our knowledge, such com-
parative analysis has not been carried out so far. The results of the analysis, presented
in Sect. 4, show that the English and Czech samples document a similar range of
semantic categories and the two most frequent categories in both languages are the
same, but reveal some differences in the frequency of some other categories as well
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as in the types of their combinations in a single conversion pair. The implications
of the findings for the nature of the interaction between a language’s morphological
characteristics and the semantics of conversion are discussed in Sect. 5. Concluding
remarks close the paper in Sect. 6.

2 Background

2.1 Conversion as an independent word-formation process in English and Czech

Conversion has received much more attention in English than in other languages,
partly because the concept draws on the properties of English and it is less clear
whether and how to handle it in languages with different morphological characteris-
tics. Conversion is defined in the classical references as the transfer of a word into a
new word class without a change of its form (Adams, 1973; Bauer, 1983; Štekauer,
1996; Plag, 2003; Bauer et al., 2013, among others). The nature of this transfer has
been discussed under many different theoretical approaches. Due to the identity of
the words’ citation forms in English, it may be questioned whether a new word is
being created, or whether conversion simply involves one word of unspecified word
class being used in different functions. Such a view is taken by Farrell (2001) who
describes conversion as category underspecification. In Distributed Morphology, con-
version is treated as a syntactic phenomenon involving noun incorporation (Hale &
Keyser, 2002; Harley, 2005). Approaches which do see conversion as a type of word-
formation differ in how the specifics of the word-formation process are described –
conversion can be seen as a type of coinage (Lieber’s 2004 relisting), zero-derivation
(based on the analogy between conversion and derivation using overt affixes, e.g.,
Marchand, 1969; Kastovsky, 2005) or as a recategorization without the addition of
derivational material (e.g., Štekauer, 1996).

The English-based definition of conversion which uses the criteria of word-class
change and formal identity has been modified when examining comparable word-
formation in other languages (Valera, 2015). If we take languages with rich inflec-
tional morphology into consideration when defining conversion, formal identity is
rare (in Czech, it can be found e.g. in nouns converted from adjectives, such as ces-
tující.adj ‘travelling.adj’ – cestující.n ‘traveller, passenger’, but not in conversion be-
tween nouns and verbs) and inflectional affixes usually change during the word-class
transfer. Therefore, in approaches that consider languages other than English, the lack
of added/removed derivational material can be taken as the defining characteristic of
conversion (cf. Manova, 2011; Štekauer et al., 2012), as opposed to derivation, where
a new word is created by adding a derivational affix – compare examples of forming
action nouns without derivational affixes in English and Czech (3a, b, respectively)
vs. with a derivational affix in English and Czech (4a, b, respectively). In 3b, the
thematic suffix expressing grammatical aspect is dropped and the inflectional ending
expressing nominal grammatical categories is added when creating the noun from
the verb. In 4b, the process of creating the noun includes the same change in gram-
matical markers, but also the addition of a derivational affix expressing the meaning
of ACTION. Although the terminology is not unified in the Czech linguistic tradi-
tion and the understanding of the nature of the process differs between authors, the
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term konverze has been used to denote the verb–noun pairs under discussion in Czech
grammars and works on word-formation (Dokulil, 1962; Daneš et al., 1967; Dokulil
et al., 1986; Bednaříková, 2009; Štícha et al., 2018). Dokulil (1962) defines conver-
sion as a type of word-formation process in which a new word is created merely by
changing its inflectional paradigm, which may manifest itself in a change in overt
inflectional affixes even in the citation forms of the words.

(3) a. walk.v > walk.n
b. jezd-i-t > jízd-a

drive-IPFV-INF drive-NOM.SG.FEM

‘drive.v’ ‘drive.n’

(4) a. depart > depart-ure
depart depart-ACTION

b. řez-a-t > řez-b-a
cut-IPFV-INF cut-ACTION-NOM.SG.FEM

‘cut.v’ ‘cutting.n’

Under standard assumptions, if conversion is considered a type of word-formation,
it then follows that it is also a directional process, with a motivating word and a re-
sulting motivated word. Due to the absence of derivational material, determining the
direction of conversion is often difficult. Several criteria have been proposed, both
diachronic (in particular, date of attestation) and synchronic (e.g., semantic depen-
dence, restriction of usage, frequency, semantic range, semantic pattern, phonetic
shape, morphological type, stress; cf. Marchand, 1964). However, determining the di-
rection of conversion remains a difficult task because applying different criteria may
lead to conflicting results (Bram, 2011). In addition, Plank (2010) shows that different
directions may be established for different senses of a single conversion pair. Conver-
sion may also be considered inherently bi-directional (Bergenholtz & Mugdan, 1979;
Becker, 1993; Tribout, 2020) or non-directional due to category underspecification
(Farrell, 2001).

2.2 Semantic classification of conversion between nouns and verbs

The absence of derivational material makes the description of the semantics of con-
version substantially different from the description of derivation, where the meaning
change between the input and output words can be ascribed to the affix attached
through this process (cf. Bagasheva, 2017; Körtvélyessy et al., 2020). Cf. the deriva-
tion of action nouns in English and Czech in examples (3), (4) or the derivation of
agent nouns in (5a) and (5b), where the affix adds the meaning of AGENT to the
actional meaning of the verb.

(5) a. teach – teach-er
teach teach-AGENT

b. soud-i-t – soud-ce
judge-IPFV-INF judge-AGENT

‘judge.v’ ‘judge.n’
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Several influential classifications of the semantic change that happens in conver-
sion have been proposed for English (e.g., Marchand, 1969; Adams, 1973; Clark &
Clark, 1979; Cetnarowska, 1993; Plag, 1999; Gottfurcht, 2008). Generally, they are
based on meaning paraphrases, as is demonstrated in the following examples, which
show how some of the authors classify denominal converted verbs meaning roughly
“to be / act as what is denoted by the noun”, such as bully.v, butcher.v, chauffeur.v:

• Marchand (1969): bully.v with the paraphrase “to be a bully, act as a bully”, cat-
egorized as ‘Predicate – Subject Complement’ based on the grammatical function
of the noun in the paraphrase;

• Clark and Clark (1979): butcher.v in John butchered the cow. with the paraphrase
“John did to the cow the act that one would normally expect [a butcher to do to a
cow]”, categorized as ‘Agent verb’ based on the agentive case the noun has in the
paraphrase;

• Plag (1999): chauffeur.v with the paraphrase “to act like a chauffeur”, categorized
as ‘similative’;

• Gottfurcht (2008): butcher.v with the paraphrase “act like N”, categorized as ‘sim-
ilative’ with the lexical conceptual structure ‘BE [noun base]’.

The classifications are similar in essentially relying on meaning paraphrases, but
differ in certain aspects. They work with different levels of syntactic analysis of the
meaning paraphrase – Marchand (1969) is concerned with the grammatical function
(subject, object, subject complement etc.) that the noun has in the meaning para-
phrase, Clark and Clark (1979) refer to Fillmore’s case roles, Gottfurcht (2008) refers
to the verbs’ the lexical conceptual structure. The level of detail with which the indi-
vidual categories are defined also differs across authors (cf. for example Plag’s (1999)
similative “to act like” vs. stative “to be” categories, which are not distinguished in
the other classifications).

Authors who have applied the categories based on meaning paraphrases on larger
data samples (e.g. Gottfurcht, 2008; Valera, 2020) showed that they have some prob-
lematic aspects. In the process of annotation, there is often more than one paraphrase
available for a given item, especially in words with more abstract meanings (cf. e.g.
Gottfurcht, 2008: 16). On the other hand, for some items in the data, no category
seems to be applicable (Gottfurcht, 2008: 100–101; Valera, 2020: 325). Also, the use
of paraphrases does not always ensure the same level of detail in differentiating in-
dividual meanings in context. The use of paraphrases is even more problematic in
cross-linguistic comparison, as paraphrases are necessarily language-specific.

Some previous attempts at the comparison of conversion across languages can
be found in e.g. Cetnarowska (1996), Don (2005), Manova (2011), Bloch-Trojnar
(2013), Ševčíková and Hledíková (2022), Villalva (2022). However, either they focus
on a specific data sample (e.g., deverbal masculine nouns in Cetnarowska, 1996, con-
version pairs with direct formal counterparts in English in Ševčíková & Hledíková,
2022) or the focus is not on the semantic types of conversion. To the best of our
knowledge, studies focusing specifically on the comparison of the semantic types of
conversion in different languages have not been carried out.

For a cross-linguistic comparison of the semantics of conversion, a classifica-
tion based on semantic categories applicable across languages is needed. The issue
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of comparative concepts based on generalizations which make use of conceptual-
semantic concepts has been raised by Haspelmath (2010) in the context of typolog-
ical comparison in general, and taken up in relation to the meaning of derivational
affixes by Bagasheva (2017) and Körtvélyessy et al. (2020). For the comparison of
conversion to be carried out on the level of conceptual categories, similarly to the
comparison of derivation, we consider a cognitive approach to be appropriate.

2.3 Cognitive approach to semantic types of conversion

The cognitive approach is relevant for cross-linguistic comparison because of its fo-
cus on how common human knowledge about frequently recurring situations is cat-
egorized into generalized conceptual structures and expressed in language. Using
conceptual categories that speakers of different languages are assumed to have in
common, it is possible to show the differences in the particular linguistic expression
of the common conceptual content in individual languages.1

In cognitive approaches, conversion is described in terms of conceptual metonymy
(e.g., Kövecses & Radden, 1998: 54–61; Dirven, 1999; Buljan, 2004; Schönfeld,
2005; Martsa, 2013). Cognitive accounts of metonymy work with basic conceptual
structures which are the result of categorization and conceptualization of experience
(e.g., Lakoff, 1987: 68), called different names in different proposals – e.g., “frame,
schema, script, global pattern, pseudotext, cognitive model, experiential gestalt, base,
scene” (Croft & Cruse, 2004: 8). Metonymy is then described as the relationship be-
tween the elements inside one conceptual schema (as opposed to metaphor, which is
based on conceptual mapping between several different schemata, cf. e.g. Lakoff &
Johnson, 1980).

Conversion can then be seen as an instance of such a metonymic relationship. In
their theoretical study of metonymy, Kövecses and Radden (1998: 54–56) approach
conversion between verbs and nouns as a pairing of two concepts in which one
concept (the vehicle) provides mental access to another concept (the target) (ibid.:
39–41). Specifically, the relationship between the verb and the noun in a conver-
sion pair is described as the relationship between two parts of an event schema (or
an idealized cognitive model ‘ICM’ of an event, in their terminology), namely the
“relation or predicate” (i.e., the action in an Action ICM) and “one of the partici-
pants” (ibid.: 54). The ICM of an event is a generalized mental model of a certain
type of event (e.g., action, perception, causation, control etc.) which is made up of
a variety of participants – for example the action ICM includes participants such as
the AGENT, INSTRUMENT, RESULT – and a given participant may be related to the
action expressed by the predicate by a metonymic relationship. For example, the re-
lation between ski.n and ski.v is described as INSTRUMENT FOR ACTION metonymy.
The authors explicitly link their description of denominal converted verbs to Clark
and Clark’s (1979) classification (Kövecses & Radden, 1998: 60–61), as shown in
Table 1.

1A similar approach to meaning is found in Jackendoff’s (1990) Lexical Conceptual Semantics framework,
which also works with a repertoire of basic conceptual primitives that are supposed to formalize speakers’
mental representations (their so-called “I-conceptual knowledge”). In this approach, converted denominal
verbs are described as having the base noun incorporated into one of the slots in the semantic structure of
their lexical entry (Jackendoff, 1990: 54; 164–171).
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Table 1 Clark and Clark’s (1979) categories expressed as types of metonymy in Kövecses and Radden
(1998)

Clark and Clark (1979) Kövecses and Radden (1998)

locatum verbs OBJECT OF MOTION FOR THE MOTION

(Jane blanketed the bed.)

location verbs DESTINATION OF MOTION FOR THE MOTION

(Kenneth kenneled the dog.)

duration verbs TIME PERIOD FOR A CHARACTERISTIC ACTIVITY IN THAT TIME

PERIOD(Julia summered in Paris.)

agent verbs AGENT FOR A CHARACTERISTIC ACTIVITY OF THAT AGENT

(John butchered the cow.)

experiencer verbs EXPERIENCER OF AN EVENT FOR THAT EVENT

(He witnessed the murder.)

goal verbs RESULT FOR THE ACTION THAT BRINGS ABOUT THAT RESULT

(Edward powdered the aspirin.)

source verbs COMPONENT PARTS OF A WHOLE FOR THE ACTION THAT

PRODUCES THE WHOLE(He pieced the quilt together.)

instrument verbs INSTRUMENT FOR THE ACTION INVOLVING THAT INSTRUMENT

(John bicycled into town.)

Dirven (1999) presents a slightly different proposal featuring another set of event
schemata (action schema, location/motion schema, essive schema) and participants
(PATIENT, INSTRUMENT, MANNER, PLACE, SOURCE, PATH, GOAL, CLASS MEM-
BERSHIP, ATTRIBUTE) which are thought to underlie conversion. However, the gen-
eral claim is similar: based on general cognitive principles, certain participant of the
underlying event schema becomes the most salient and comes to metonymically stand
for the schema as such.

Martsa (2013) further develops Kövecses and Radden’s (1998) proposal using En-
glish conversion data. While Kövecses and Radden’s account focuses mostly on de-
nominal verbs, here more attention is paid to other types of conversion. For nouns
converted from verbs, along with Kövecses and Radden’s ACTION FOR AGENT, AC-
TION FOR OBJECT INVOLVED IN THE ACTION and ACTION FOR RESULT categories,
8 additional types of metonymies are postulated (Martsa, 2013: 183–184):

• ACTION FOR THE PATIENT INVOLVED IN THAT ACTION (e.g., buy.n)
• ACTION FOR THE INSTRUMENT THAT IS USED TO PERFORM THAT ACTION (e.g.,

lock.n)
• ACTION FOR THE EVENT INVOLVING THAT ACTION (e.g., break-in.n)
• ACTION FOR AN INSTANCE OF THAT ACTION (e.g., kick.n)
• ACTION FOR THE LOCATION OF THAT ACTION (e.g., stop.n)
• ACTION FOR THE TIME OF THAT ACTION (e.g., finish.n)
• ACTION/PROCESS FOR THE SENSATION CAUSED BY THAT ACTION/PROCESS

(e.g., smell.n)
• PROCESS FOR THE STATE CAUSED BY THAT PROCESS (e.g., delight.n)
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This cognitive approach has been applied to Czech as well, however not specif-
ically to conversion. Janda (2011) presents a semantic classification of all suffixal
word-formation in Czech, Norwegian and Russian based on types of metonymy. Fol-
lowing Janda, Bednaříková and Novotná (2019) describe Czech nouns created by
different word-formation processes in similar terms. However, no study has focused
on the cognitive description of semantic types of Czech conversion so far.

As the concrete set of schemata and their elements used for the analysis differs
across different proposals and the specific set of categories used in particular propos-
als is not further motivated, we decided to use the typology of event schemata pro-
posed in the Cognitive English Grammar (Radden & Dirven, 2007) for describing the
semantic relation between the noun and the verb in the conversion pair. In line with
previous literature, the authors understand event schemata as representations of gen-
eralized situations which are defined by the basic configurations of participant roles
(such as AGENT, THEME, etc.). In this typology, the inventory of event schemata fall
under three basic “worlds of experience” (ibid.: 272), which represent the main areas
where events may take place in the extra-linguistic reality. This reflects the fact that
the schemata are the result of the way humans categorize and conceptualize their ex-
perience with the world. The three worlds of experience are listed in Table 2 along
with the event schemata that they include. The authors are then mostly concerned
with how the event schemata are reflected in syntactic constructions, i.e., how they
are typically expressed by different sentence types. In contrast to the previous cogni-
tive studies of conversion, using this framework has the advantage of connecting the
conceptual categories to a typology of real-world situations, which has been estab-
lished for the description of recurring syntactic patterns, rather than simply giving a
list of categories.

The previous cognitive treatments of conversion assume either the denominal or
deverbal direction for each pair, and some focus only on denominal verbs. In con-
trast, the approach presented here is non-directional – we do not specify whether the
verb or the noun in the conversion pair is thought to be primary. The level of abstrac-
tion given by the cognitive schemata makes it possible to only specify which event
schema is denoted by the verb and which event schema element is denoted by the
noun, leaving the direction of conversion aside. This is advantageous due to the dif-
ficulty of determining the direction of conversion (cf. Sect. 2.1), which is even more
pronounced in a cross-lingual setting.

In the following section, we describe the specific way of applying the typology of
event schemata to annotate our data samples with semantic labels.

3 Method

3.1 Data

We applied the classification to 300 conversion pairs in English and 300 conversion
pairs in Czech. The pairs are random sub-samples of conversion pairs extracted from
large text corpora, namely from the British National Corpus (BNC consortium 2007)
for English and from the SYN2015 corpus (Křen et al., 2015) for Czech. For more
information about the size and composition of the corpora, see Table 3.
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Table 3 Comparison of the BNC and the SYN2015 corpus

BNC SYN2015

Size 100 million 100 million

Time period 1960s–1993 2000–2014

Genre composition 90% written (19% imaginative,
81% informative), 10% spoken
(27% educational/informative,
21% business, 27%
public/institutional, 26% leisure)

100% written (30%
journalism, 30% non-fiction,
30% fiction)

Number of lemmas tagged as a verb 38,411 20,553

Number of lemmas tagged as a noun 421,656 159,804

Due to the formal identity of the citation form of nouns and verbs in English,
it was possible to extract the English pairs automatically. For the Czech pairs, the
Morfio tool (Cvrček & Vondřička, 2013) was used for the extraction to capture all
possible combinations of the verbal thematic suffixes and the nominal inflectional
endings, as well as to account for morphographemic alternations. In some cases, the
noun corresponds to an aspectual pair of two verbs that contain different thematic suf-
fixes expressing the perfective vs. imperfective aspect (cf. e.g. nakoupit / nakupovat
‘purchase.v’, potáhnout / potahovat ‘cover.v’ in Table 4); in these cases, conversion
was analyzed as a relation between a noun and a pair of related verbs, rather than a
single verb (nákup ‘purchase.n’ – nakoupit / nakupovat ‘purchase.v’, potah ‘cover.n’
– potáhnout / potahovat ‘cover.v’).2 No condition on the frequency of the extracted
lemmas was applied in the initial extraction, nor was the origin of the words taken into
account. No items were excluded due to their being borrowed from another language
– from the synchronic point of view taken in this paper, loan words are considered
to be an integral part of the lexicon of a given language and to be involved in its
word-formation system (cf. Dietz, 2015; Eins, 2015).

The pairs were then manually annotated with labels capturing the semantic rela-
tionships between the verbs and nouns using the categories introduced in Sect. 2.3
and described in more detail in the following Sect. 3.2. In the process of semantic an-
notation, we used a dictionary-based approach. That means we got information about
the meanings of the verbs and nouns in conversion pairs using their dictionary entries.

For Czech, a combination of two dictionaries was used: Slovník spisovného jazyka
českého [Dictionary of standard Czech language] (SSJČ; Havránek et al., 1971) and
Nový akademický slovník cizích slov [New academic dictionary of foreign words]
(NASCS; Kraus et al., 2005). SSJČ is the largest available dictionary of contempo-
rary Czech comprising about 190,000 entries. For cases of foreign items which may
not be available in SSJČ, it was supplemented by the NASCS, which is a dictio-

2There is much discussion about whether the Slavic aspect is a fully grammaticalized category and the
imperfective and perfective verb in the aspectual pair are two forms of the same lexeme, or two separate
lexemes (cf. e.g. Nübler et al., 2017). In this paper, we simply treat the noun as having a semantic relation
to both the perfective and imperfective verb in all cases where both aspectual variants are available.
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Table 4 Event schemata from Radden and Dirven (2007) with descriptions and examples of their applica-
tion on conversion pairs in our data sample

Schema Examples of conversion pairs

verb noun element denoted
by the noun

action axe.v axe.n INSTRUMENT

bič-ova-t bič

whip-IPFV-INF whip

‘whip.v’ ‘whip.n’

blend.v blend.n RESULT

mošt-ova-t mošt

juice-PFV-INF juice

‘make juice’ ‘juice.n’

caused-motion pot.v pot.n GOAL

lahv-ova-t láhev

bottle-IPFV-INF bottle

‘bottle.v’ ‘bottle.n’

festoon.v festoon.n THEME

sol-i-t sůl

salt-IPFV-INF salt

‘salt.v’ ‘salt.n’

emotion rage.v rage.n EMOTION

po-cít-i-t / po-cit’-ova-t po-cit

PREF-feel-PFV-INF / PREF-feel

PREF-feel-IPFV-INF ‘feeling.n’

‘feel.v’

location border.v border.n LOCATION

garáž-ova-t garáž

garage-IPFV-INF garage

‘be/have in a garage’ ‘garage.n’

motion ebb.v ebb.n INSTANCE OF

ACTION/PROCESSdrift-ova-t drift

drift-IPFV-INF drift

‘drift.v’ ‘drift.n’

occurrence bloom.v bloom.n RESULT

hnis-a-t hnis

pus-IPFV-INF pus

‘discharge pus’ ‘pus’

shiver.v shiver.n INSTANCE OF

ACTION/PROCESSs-kon-a-t s-kon

PREF-do-IPFV-INF PREF-do

‘die’ ‘death’
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Table 4 (Continued)

Schema Examples of conversion pairs

verb noun element denoted
by the noun

perception/cognition construct.v construct.n CONCEPT

vy-mysl-e-t / vy-mýšl-e-t vý-mysl

PREF-think-PFV-INF / PREF-think-IPFV-INF PREF-think

‘think, have an idea’ ‘idea’

self-motion cruise.v cruise.n INSTANCE OF

ACTION/PROCESSklus-a-t klus

trot-IPFV-INF trot

‘trot.v’ ‘trot.n’

transfer award.v award.n THEME

hlas-ova-t hlas

vote-IPFV-INF vote

‘vote.v’ ‘vote.n’

nary of words borrowed into Czech from other languages.3 For English, we used the
Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (Longman Dictionary of Contempo-
rary English Online 2023) which comprises about 230,000 entries and is comparable
to SSJČ in size, as well as the level of granularity in entries’ sense description.

About a fourth of the Czech pairs (77 out of the 300) in the data sample was
not found in either of the two dictionaries, and about a fourth of the English pairs
(88 out of the 300) was not found in the Longman Dictionary. Therefore, another
random sample was generated from the data in the same fashion as when generating
the original batch of conversion pairs for analysis, and it was used to supplement the
removed pairs not recorded in the dictionaries to arrive at a final sample of 300 pairs
in each language (all of which are covered by the respective dictionaries).

3.2 Semantic annotation

In annotating the conversion pairs in the Czech and English sample, our basic as-
sumption is that the verb denotes a certain type of a generalized situation, i.e., a
certain event schema, and the noun denotes a role in that situation, i.e., an event
schema element, or the event schema as a whole (we call this meaning INSTANCE OF

ACTION/PROCESS, following Martsa, 2013).
The event schemata from Radden and Dirven (2007), which are used as the basis

for the semantic annotation, are listed in Table 4, along with their descriptions and
examples of how we apply them on the English and Czech conversion data.4

3Most conversion pairs were found in the SSJČ or in both the SSJČ and NASCS, except for 13 pairs which
were only found in NASCS.
4The only event schema listed by Radden and Dirven (2007) but not represented in our data is the posses-
sion schema, which mainly concerns verbs such as have, own, possess.
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As has been mentioned in the previous section, our classification abstracts from
the direction of conversion. So, for example, both the pair saw.n – saw.v and whisk.v
– whisk.n have the same label (‘action schema, INSTRUMENT’) although the criterion
of semantic dependence may lead us to postulate the denominal direction for the first
pair and the deverbal direction for the second pair based on the definitions found in
the Oxford English Dictionary (OED Online 2022) (saw.v “to cut with a saw” vs.
whisk.n “something used for whisking”). As demonstrated e.g. by Tribout (2020),
the semantic relations are often reversable in principle, and the opposite meaning
paraphrases saw.n – saw.v and whisk.v – whisk.n are also imaginable: saw.n “the
instrument used for sawing”, whisk.v “to use a whisk”. There are also cases in which
the morphological structure of the word clearly indicates the denominal or deverbal
direction, but which are semantically parallel; for example, the denominal direction
in experiment.n > experiment.v is indicated by the nominal suffix -ment, while the
deverbal direction in reuse.v > reuse.n is indicated by the verbal prefix re-, but the
two pairs both express the same semantic relation between an action (denoted by the
verb) and an instance of that action (denoted by the noun). Such cases would have the
same semantic label (‘action, INSTANCE OF ACTION/PROCESS’) in our annotation.

The annotation procedure was carried out using sense definitions of the verb and
noun in each conversion pair. We looked at which senses of the verb and the noun
in the conversion pairs are related,5 and then we categorized these senses into the
conceptual categories based on the event schemata (described in Sect. 2.3), using the
specific formulations of the sense definitions as much as possible. The SSJČ tends to
use definitions with consistent wording to express the meanings of motivated words –
for example, denominal verbs which include the phrase “dělat N” ‘do, make N’ (e.g.,
šprýmovat ‘joke.v’ = “dělat šprýmy” ‘make jokes’) or “provádět N” ‘perform, carry
out N’ (e.g., manévrovat ‘maneuver.v’ = “provádět manévr” ‘perfom a maneuver’)
were classified as the ‘action schema, INSTANCE OF ACTION/PROCESS’ in our classi-
fication. This makes it possible to rely on the wording of the definitions for consistent
label assignment. The Longman Dictionary uses definitions which mostly do not ex-
plicitly express the semantic relationship to the motivating word in a consistent way.
Therefore, an additional dictionary was used for English at this point in the anno-
tation procedure, namely the Oxford English Dictionary (OED Online 2022), where
the sense definitions do consistently use phrases expressing the semantic relationship
to the motivating word. The sense definitions from the Longman Dictionary were
mapped onto the definitions in OED and the wording in OED was used as support
for assigning the semantic labels. For example, the sense definition of lick.n from the
Longman Dictionary “when you move your tongue across the surface of something”
was mapped onto the OED definition “an act of licking” and assigned the label ‘ac-
tion schema, INSTANCE OF ACTION/PROCESS’. Senses labelled in either dictionary
as archaic, slang or dialect were not considered. Senses only found in the OED but
not in the Longman Dictionary were not included. Concrete examples of how sense

5This means that only those senses of the verb which are related to some of the noun’s senses, and vice
versa, are considered in each conversion pair. This is also what is presented in Tables 4, 5, 6. Senses which
are not related to any of the senses of the other word in the pair are not taken into account, as the analysis
focuses on the semantic relations between the noun and verb in the conversion pair, not on all senses of
the nouns and verbs and on the question of how many of the senses of the noun and verb enter conversion.
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Table 5 Semantic labels assigned to the senses of pot.v – pot.n, whistle.v – whistle.n, wrinkle.v – wrin-
kle.n, sweep.v – sweep.n

definitions are used for the assignment of semantic labels to the conversion pairs in
the data samples are given below in Tables 5 and 6.

This method allows for cross-linguistic comparison on a common basis and a con-
sistent level of abstraction, because 1) the SSJČ (supplemented by NASCS) and the
Longman Dictionary are of similar size, and 2) the label assignment was carried out,
as much as possible, based on the wordings of dictionary definitions which express
the semantic relationship of the verb and the noun in the conversion pair (definitions
from SSJČ and NASCS for Czech, definitions from the OED for English). Because
the dictionary definitions are mapped onto the previously outlined conceptual cat-
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Table 6 Resulting combinations of semantic labels in pot.v – pot.n, whistle.v – whistle.n, wrinkle.v –
wrinkle.n, sweep.v – sweep.n

egories, this allows us to deal with the differences in the granularity of sense de-
scription in different dictionaries, as well as to look away from differences in lexical
meaning not relevant for the description of the semantic relations between the verbs
and nouns. The list of specific phrases which led to the assignment of each label can
be found in the Appendix (provided via a link in the Supplementary material section).

The fact that the nouns and verbs in conversions pairs are often polysemous may
lead to multiple semantic relations existing between the noun and the verb in a single
conversion pair. This has been pointed out by previous authors, cf. for example:

• “(. . . ) eel, which can mean ‘fish for eel’ or ‘to move ... like an eel’ (. . . ). Crew can
mean ‘act as a (member of a) crew’ or ‘assign to a crew’ (. . . )” (Plag, 1999: 221)

• “The noun cut denotes the result of cutting (i.e. a wound) in the sentence He made a
cut in his hand: a few drops of blood trickled from it but seems to have an actional
reading in the sentence The soldier made a cut at his enemy with a sword but
missed.” (Cetnarowska, 1993: 97)

Our classification reflects this – if the polysemy of the verb or the noun (or both)
means that the verb can denote multiple different event schemata or the noun can
denote multiple different elements (or both), the conversion pair receives multiple
different labels. There can be a one-to-one, one-to-many/many-to-one, or many-to-
many relationship between the related senses of the verb and the noun in the conver-
sion pair, as is demonstrated on examples in Table 5, which leads to the assignment
of either one or multiple semantic labels, as is presented in Table 6.

In the English pair pot.v – pot.n, the related senses of the verb and noun all fall
under a single label: ‘caused-motion schema, GOAL’. In whistle.v – whistle.n, the
senses of the verb always fall under the ‘action schema’, however, the noun has two
senses related to those of the verb which fall under two different labels: INSTANCE OF

ACTION/PROCESS and the INSTRUMENT. Wrinkle.v and wrinkle.n demonstrate the
opposite situation in which the related senses of the verb and noun lead to the assign-
ment of two different schemata to the verb (occurrence schema and action schema),
but a single element to the noun (RESULT). The pair sweep.v – sweep.n demonstrates
a situation in which the different related senses lead to the assignment of multiple
labels both in the verb and in the noun.
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4 Results

4.1 Individual semantic relations

In presenting the results of the analysis, we will start by looking at the semantic re-
lations individually, as one-to-one combinations of the conceptual meanings of the
verbs and nouns in the conversion pairs. Roughly the same number of individual
semantic relations was found in the data samples of both languages. For the 300 En-
glish pairs, a total of 399 semantic relations was found, and for the 300 Czech pairs,
there were 387 semantic relations. Table 7 shows all the types of semantic relations
found in the data and how many times they were recorded for English and for Czech.
In the data, there are instances of conversion pairs where the noun expresses a non-
participant role in the event schema of the verb, namely DEGREE (e.g., yield.n ‘how
much is yielded, the amount yielded’), MANNER (e.g., dance.n ‘a type, manner of
dancing’), and POSSIBILITY OF ACTION (e.g., access.n ‘the permission, opportunity,
possibility to access a place’). Therefore, these event schema elements are also in-
cluded in the semantic labels and can be found in Table 7.

To show the differences between the two languages, Fig. 1 presents the total num-
ber of times each element label was assigned to the nouns in the English and Czech
data (out of the total number of element labels in each language, expressed in per-
centages).

In both English and Czech, the INSTANCE OF ACTION/PROCESS label is by far
the most frequent (assigned 108 times, which is 27% of all relations, in English, and
147 times, which is 38% of all relations, in Czech), followed by the RESULT label
(assigned 75 times, i.e. 19%, in English and 87 times, i.e. 22%, in Czech). It should
be noted that although the INSTANCE OF ACTION/PROCESS is the most frequent label
in both languages, its proportion among all the labels is considerably higher in Czech.
There are also clear differences between the two languages in how often certain labels
are assigned, namely the GOAL, INSTRUMENT and THEME labels, which are more
frequent in English, and the AGENT label, which appears more frequently in Czech.

The GOAL label was assigned 23 times (6%) in English, but only 4 times (1%)
in Czech. This difference lies within the ‘caused-motion schema’ – the English data
includes more pairs with verbs denoting the action of putting/moving something to
the location named by the noun (e.g., bench.v, pigeonhole.v, table.v) than the Czech
data (where only two such pairs were found: registr ‘register.n’ – registrovat ‘regis-
ter.v’, směr ‘direction’ – směrovat ‘direct.v’). Similarly, the INSTRUMENT label was
also assigned more often in English (58 times, 15%) than in Czech (30 times, 8%).
The difference lies within the ‘action schema’ – the English data contain more verbs
denoting the action of using what is denoted by the noun (e.g., axe.v, bayonet.v, ham-
mer.v) than the Czech data.

Another difference was found in the THEME label, which was assigned 51 times
(13%) in English, but only 28 times (7%) in Czech. The main difference can be
found in pairs which belong to the ‘caused-motion schema’ and ‘transfer schema’.
Within the ‘caused-motion schema’, the difference is caused by a higher number of
verbs denoting the action of putting what is denoted by the noun somewhere (e.g.,
ornament.v, crown.v, festoon.v, fuel.v) or removing what is denoted by the noun from
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Table 7 Types of semantic relations found in the data and their counts for English and Czech, sorted by
the frequency of elements in the individual event schemata in English

Event schema Element Count for English Count for Czech

action INSTANCE OF ACTION/PROCESS 75 95

RESULT 57 68

INSTRUMENT 52 29

AGENT 11 26

THEME 6 4

DEGREE 4 5

MANNER 4 2

LOCATION 2 4

TIME 0 1

POSSIBILITY OF ACTION 0 1

caused-motion THEME 21 16

GOAL 16 2

INSTANCE OF ACTION/PROCESS 8 19

PATH 3 2

DEGREE 2 0

MEANS 1 2

RESULT 1 2

POSSIBILITY OF ACTION 1 0

AGENT 1 0

cognition CONCEPT 3 2

INSTRUMENT 1 1

INSTANCE OF ACTION/PROCESS 1 0

EXPERIENCER 1 0

emotion EMOTION 6 1

CAUSE 1 0

location LOCATION 2 1

THEME 0 1

motion INSTANCE OF ACTION/PROCESS 7 8

THEME 3 1

PATH 3 1

GOAL 3 1

RESULT 1 2

DEGREE 0 1

MEANS 0 1

somewhere (e.g., core.v, husk.v); the latter of which was found exclusively in the
English data. Within the ‘transfer schema’, the difference lies in a higher number
of verbs denoting the action of giving somebody what is denoted by the noun (e.g.,
award.v, credit.v, ticket.v) in English.
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Table 7 (Continued)

Event schema Element Count for English Count for Czech

occurrence RESULT 16 11

INSTANCE OF ACTION/PROCESS 10 13

THEME 5 0

CAUSE 3 1

DEGREE 2 1

MANNER 1 0

LOCATION 0 1

PATH 0 1

perception INSTANCE OF ACTION/PROCESS 3 2

PERCEPT 1 1

INSTANCE OF ACTION/ PROCESS 0 1

PATH 0 1

POSSIBILITY OF ACTION 0 1

self-motion INSTANCE OF ACTION/PROCESS 15 25

MEANS 6 0

PATH 5 4

GOAL 3 1

DEGREE 1 3

MANNER 1 1

POSSIBILITY OF ACTION 1 1

AGENT 0 1

RESULT 0 4

transfer THEME 16 6

INSTANCE OF ACTION/PROCESS 6 6

INSTRUMENT 5 0

AGENT 1 1

GOAL 1 0

LOCATION 0 1

total 399 387

The AGENT label was found more frequently in the Czech data. It was assigned
28 times (7%) in Czech and 13 times (3%) in English. There is a subgroup of Czech
conversion pairs that stands out as the possible underlying reason – namely, these
are pairs featuring denominal verbs meaning ‘to act/work as N’ where the motivating
noun is already a derived noun (cf. example 6).

(6) brigád-a > brigád-ník > brigád-nič-i-t
job-NOM.SG.FEM job-AGENT job-AGENT-IPFV-INF

‘part-time job’ ‘part-time worker’ ‘work as a part time worker’
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Fig. 1 Percentage of how often each element label was assigned to the nouns in the English and Czech
pairs across all event schemata

Fig. 2 Counts of pairs with each number of semantic relations in English and Czech

4.2 Patterns of multiple semantic relations

So far, we have compared the individual semantic relations found in the data. In this
section, we will look at the conversion pairs as whole lexemes and examine how often
there are multiple semantic relations between the verb and the noun in a single pair
and the patterns of semantic relations that appear together.

Figure 2 shows how many semantic relations were recorded for how many con-
version pairs in the data. In both languages, about 3/4 of the pairs are linked by only
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one semantic relation, although there are slightly more of them in Czech (230) than
in English (219), and about a fifth of the pairs have two semantic relations, although
slightly more of them were found in English (67) than in Czech (56). The number
of semantic relations found in a single conversion pair goes up to five in the English
data (but only with a single pair) and up to four in the Czech data (with two pairs).

If we look at the pairs for which multiple relations were recorded, 99 different
types of combinations were found in the English data, and 71 were found in the
Czech data, which means that the types of combination are more diverse in English.
Most of the combinations appeared only once in the data for both languages (68 out
of the 99 in English, 47 out of the 71 in Czech). The combinations which were found
repeatedly, for at least two pairs in at least one language, are listed in Table 8.

In Czech, the most frequent combination is clearly ‘action, INSTANCE OF AC-
TION/PROCESS + action, RESULT’, recorded for significantly more pairs than in En-
glish. It was found mostly in pairs made up of prefixed verbs and denominal nouns,
e.g., dotisknout/dotiskovat ‘reprint.v’ – dotisk ‘reprint.n’, nakoupit/nakupovat ‘pur-
chase.v’ – nákup ‘purchase.n’, nařezat/naříznout ‘cut.v’ – nářez ‘cut.n’. Out of the
total of 71 Czech pairs with multiple semantic relations, 22 have this combination,
i.e., almost a third. In English, no such combination stands out among the patterns
– the most frequent combination ‘action, INSTANCE OF ACTION/PROCESS + action,
INSTRUMENT’ was found 7 times. The ‘action, INSTANCE OF ACTION/PROCESS +
action, RESULT’ combination was only found 3 times in English, which makes it
much less prominent than in Czech.

Overall, the English data includes only slightly more conversion pairs with mul-
tiple semantic relations than the Czech data, however, the combinations seem to be
more varied in English than in Czech, where one frequent combination clearly stands
out (‘action, INSTANCE OF ACTION/PROCESS + action, RESULT’).

5 Discussion

The results of the analysis showed that the semantic categories that have been de-
fined based on the cognitive schemata cover the whole range of semantic relations
in both language samples. Both languages seem to mostly utilize the same cate-
gories from the set of categories that are possible based on all the relations within
the cognitive schemata – although there are categories only found in the data for one
language (e.g., ‘location schema, THEME’, ‘perception schema, POSSIBILITY OF AC-
TION’ only in the Czech sample; ‘occurrence schema, THEME’, ‘self-motion schema,
MEANS’ only in the English sample), the number of occurrences of these categories
is small also in the language where they do appear, and their absence in the sample
of the other language seems to be due to the limited size of the sample rather than the
impossibility of forming these pairs in the other language (examples of conversion
pairs from the missing categories can be thought of, e.g., neighbour.n – neighbour.v:
‘location schema, THEME’,6 view.n – view.v ‘perception schema, POSSIBILITY OF

ACTION’7 in English; koruna ‘crown.n’ – korunovat ‘crown.v’: ‘occurrence schema,

6“to be a neighbour to (a person); to live next to (a person)” (OED).
7“sight; the faculty or power of vision” (OED).
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Table 8 Combinations of multiple semantic relations found for at least two pairs in at least one language,
sorted by their frequency in English

Combination of semantic relations Example Number of pairs

English Czech

action, INSTANCE OF ACTION/PROCESS

+ action, INSTRUMENT

whisk.v – whisk.n; podpálit/podpalovat
‘light a fire’ – podpal ‘action of lighting
a fire; what is used to light a fire’

7 1

action, INSTANCE OF ACTION/PROCESS

+ action, RESULT

survey.v – survey.n;
dotisknout/dotiskovat ‘reprint.v’ –
dotisk ‘reprint.n’

3 22

caused-motion, INSTANCE OF

ACTION/PROCESS + caused-motion,
THEME

transplant.v – transplant.n; importovat
‘import.v’ – import ‘import.n’

2 5

action, RESULT + transfer, THEME array.v – array.n 2 0

action, INSTRUMENT + action, RESULT daub.v – daub.n; louhovat ‘use lye;
create lye’ – louh ‘lye’

2 2

action, INSTANCE OF ACTION/PROCESS

+ action, THEME

gargle.v – gargle.n; fetovat ‘take drugs’
– fet ‘drug; action of taking drugs’

2 1

action, INSTANCE OF ACTION/PROCESS

+ action, DEGREE

lick.v – lick.n; hltat ‘swallow.v’ – hlt
‘action of swallowing; amount
swallowed’

2 1

action, INSTANCE OF ACTION/PROCESS

+ action, AGENT

patrol.v – patrol.n 2 0

action, RESULT + caused-motion, GOAL target.v – target.n 2 0

action, INSTANCE OF ACTION/PROCESS

+ occurrence, INSTANCE OF PROCESS

roar.v – roar.n; zvučet ‘make sound’ –
zvuk ‘sound’

2 1

self-motion, INSTANCE OF

ACTION/PROCESS + self-motion,
RESULT

klekat/kleknout ‘kneel.v’ – klek ‘action
of kneeling; kneeling position’

0 3

action, RESULT + occurrence, RESULT chladit ‘chill; make cold’ – chlad
‘coldness’

0 2

self-motion, INSTANCE OF

ACTION/PROCESS + self-motion, PATH

najet/najíždět ‘drive onto’ – nájezd
‘action of driving onto; road for driving
onto’

0 2

action, INSTANCE OF ACTION/PROCESS

+ action, RESULT + action, DEGREE

vykonat ‘perform, execute’ – výkon
‘action of performing; output; how
much is performed in a certain time’

0 2

occurrence, INSTANCE OF

ACTION/PROCESS + occurrence,
RESULT

otéct/otékat ‘swell’ – otok ‘swelling;
edema’

0 2

THEME’8, pádlo ‘paddle.n’ – pádlovat ‘paddle.v’: ‘self-motion schema, MEANS’9 in
Czech). These results suggest that the presence (in Czech) or absence (in English)

8“jako koruna zdobit, věnčit” [to decorate as a crown, to crown] (SSJČ).
9“pohánět lod’ pádlem, veslovat pádlem” [to propel a boat with a paddle, to row with a paddle] (NASCS).
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of the overt inflectional markers in conversion does not limit the range of meanings
expressed.

The high proportion of conversion pairs in which the noun denotes an action is
especially striking in Czech, but is also the most frequent semantic type in English.
The clear prevalence of the actional meaning is in accordance with previous findings
– Lieber and Plag (2022) found that 56% of the sample of English nouns converted
from verbs denoted an event, and the actional meaning is considered primary both for
English (e.g. Cetnarowska, 1993: 88) and Czech (e.g., Daneš et al., 1967: 244–294;
Štícha et al., 2018: 440). As remarked by e.g. Cetnarowska (1993: 20), “[n]ominali-
sations in actional (predicative) readings can be usually replaced in sentences by ap-
propriate verbal expressions”. The main function of converted nouns expressing the
INSTANCE OF ACTION/PROCESS meaning is thus that of “syntactic recategorization”
(Kastovsky, 1986), because they make it possible to refer to actions using nominal
phrases in syntactic contexts which require it. The high frequency of the resultative
meaning, which is the second most attested category in both languages, is in accor-
dance with the claim that the choice of the event schema element that is denoted by
the noun in a conversion pair is governed by general cognitive principles of relative
salience (Kövecses & Radden, 1998: 62–63; Dirven, 1999), in this case the general
orientation towards the goal or purpose of an action (i.e., “a natural psychological bias
toward the goals (and purposes) of human actions”, Stefanowitsch & Rohde, 2004:
251). In sum, the tendency for nouns in conversion pairs to name actions and results
seems to be independent of the morphological characteristics of the given language
and rather governed by these more general principles.

However, there are several important differences in the frequency with which some
of the relations appear in each language. Especially marked is the difference in the
larger number of English pairs where the noun expresses the THEME, INSTRUMENT

and GOAL. The differences seem to be at least partially connected to the higher pro-
ductivity of other types of word-formation processes which compete with conversion
for this meaning in Czech.

As described in Sect. 4, some of the subtypes of the THEME category are missing
in the Czech sample. Pairs in which the verb expresses removal of what is denoted
by the noun (e.g., core.n – core.v, husk.n – husk.v) were found only in English. In
Czech, to form verbs with this meaning a prefix with a privative meaning (vy-, od-)
is usually added (cf. examples 7a, 7b) and verbs without this prefix are rare.

(7) a. peck-a > vy-peck-ova-t
core-NOM.SG.FEM PREF-core-IPFV-INF

‘core of a fruit’ ‘core.v’
b. krev > od-krv-i-t

blood PREF-blood-PFV-INF

‘blood’ ‘remove blood’

Similarly, cases where the THEME denotes a human patient were also not found
in the Czech data. The prevalent word-formation pattern for nouns denoting a human
patient in Czech is derivation using the suffix -ec (cf. example 8), and it seems that
this pattern in not in competition with conversion. In English, suffixation by -ee (e.g.,
empoloy > employee) is also employed for the creation of this semantic subtype, but
it does compete with conversion (e.g., initiate.v > initiate.n).
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(8) zaměstn-a-t > zaměstn-a-n-ý > zaměstn-a-n-ec
employ-IPFV-INF employ-IPFV- employ-IPFV-PASS.PTCP-PAT

-PASS.PTCP-NOM.MASC.SG

‘employ’ ‘employed’ ‘employee’

An annotation experiment (Ševčíková et al., 2023) carried out on Czech corpus
concordances of the complete sample of Czech conversion between nouns and verbs
supports the claim that the subtype of conversion where the noun denotes the re-
moved THEME and the human patient is very rare in Czech. We suggest that this is
because Czech prefers the use of prefixation and suffixation for naming these con-
cepts; however, the competition of conversion with other word-formation processes
is not the focus of this study and this claim would have to be supported by a larger
data analysis.

There are also large differences in the counts of the INSTRUMENT and GOAL la-
bels. These cannot easily be explained by competition with other word-formation
processes. Denominal verbs meaning ‘to use what is denoted by the noun as an
INSTRUMENT’ were found frequently in English perhaps because this type has no
competitors in other word-formation processes – as Adams (2001: 24) points out,
“[s]uffixed verbs which are clearly instrumental are scarce or non-existent”. Gott-
furcht (2008: 132, 135, 136) also found that the instrumental category is not very
frequent in denominal verbs formed by suffixation using -ate, -ify, -ize. However,
there does not seem to be a clear competitor in Czech either. It could be that Czech
makes up for the smaller number of available verbs meaning ‘to use what is denoted
by the noun as an INSTRUMENT’ by using syntactic V + PP constructions (e.g., chy-
tat do pasti ‘catch using a snare’ instead of forming an instrumental verb from past
‘snare.n’), but this suggestion would again have to be verified on data. Similarly, for
the GOAL type, it may be that it is simply preferred to use syntactic V + PP combina-
tions in Czech (e.g., dát na talíř ‘put on a plate’ instead of forming a verb from talíř
‘plate.n’), although competition with prefixation may be at play too (cf. examples 9a,
9b).

(9) a. lod’ > na-lod-i-t
ship PREF-ship-PFV-INF

‘ship.n’ ‘put on a ship’
b. stáj > u-stáj-i-t

stable PREF-stable-PFV-INF

‘stable.n’ ‘put into a stable’

The higher number of conversion pairs where the noun denotes the AGENT in the
Czech sample seems to be directly connected with the differences in the morpholog-
ical type of the two languages which affect the formal characteristics of conversion.
In English, derived nouns rarely undergo conversion into verbs (Bauer, 1983: 226).
However, this restriction does not apply in Czech: the AGENT label was assigned
to a number of conversion pairs which include denominal verbs converted from de-
rived nouns (cf. example 10a). The overt verbal marker (the thematic suffix), which is
put on the Czech verb after the nominal derivational suffix during conversion, seems
to make this possible, since it clearly signals the verb’s word-class membership even
despite the presence of the nominal derivational suffix. Pairs like journalist.n – *jour-
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nalist.v in (10b) are rare in English due to the presence of the nominal derivational
suffix. Because derived nouns expressing a person connected with a certain type of
activity/profession are frequent, the fact that it is possible to form converted denomi-
nal verbs meaning ‘to do the activity/profession typical of the person denoted by the
noun’ from them in Czech, but not in English, is responsible for the difference in the
AGENT category.

(10) a. novin-ář > novin-ař-i-t
newspaper-AGENT newspaper-AGENT-IPFV-INF

‘journalist’ ‘work as a journalist’
b. journal-ist > *journal-ist

journal-AGENT journal-AGENT

‘journalist’ ‘work as a journalist’

As far as the patterns of polysemy are concerned, the combinations of multi-
ple semantic relations are less varied in Czech and the combination of labels ‘ac-
tion, INSTANCE OF ACTION/PROCESS’ and ‘action, RESULT’ clearly dominates. As
has been mentioned earlier, INSTANCE OF ACTION/PROCESS and RESULT are the
two most frequently expressed categories in both languages. However, the tendency
for converted nouns to express these two meanings together seems to be especially
strong in Czech nouns converted from prefixed verbs. In Czech, when converting
a noun from a prefixed verb, the verbal prefix enters the noun, as shown in (11).
Out of the 22 Czech conversion pairs with the combination of ‘action, INSTANCE

OF ACTION/PROCESS’ and ‘action, RESULT’ labels, 14 are such pairs with a pre-
fixed verb. The verbal prefixes in these conversion pairs make the verb oriented
towards a goal or result. It seems that this resultative meaning is carried over to
the converted noun, thus making the resultative meaning preferred and limiting
other possible meanings (other than the primary INSTANCE OF ACTION/PROCESS

meaning), leading to the prevalence of this type of combination in the Czech sam-
ple.

(11) do-tisk-nou-t > do-tisk
PREF-print-PFV-INF PREF-print
‘print.v’ ‘action / result of printing’

Another reason for the larger number of different types of polysemy patterns ob-
served in the English conversion pairs is the fact that our classification distinguishes
between different types of motion: self-motion (of an intentionally moving AGENT),
caused-motion (of a THEME caused by an AGENT), motion (of a THEME by itself).
There are 12 different types of polysemy patterns which include at least two different
types of motion found in the English data, while only 3 such patterns are attested
in the Czech data. Also, the pairs with more than 3 labels in English (curve, sweep,
top) all include verbs that denote more than one of the three types of motion at the
same time. This is at least in part because Czech verbs denoting the motion schema
or the self-motion schema often include the reflexive morpheme se/si (cf. example
12a) in contrast to the verbs denoting the caused-motion schema, which do not have
the reflexive pronoun. The reflexive verbs fall outside the scope of conversion as it
is understood in this paper, because the reflexive pronoun is not able to enter into
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the noun (cf. the impossible nouns in example 12a) and conversion is therefore also
combined with dereflexivization when the noun is formed. Only the caused-motion
schema label would be given to pairs such as kývat ‘nod.v; swing.v’ – kyv ‘nod.n;
swing.n’, odklonit/odklánět ‘turn.v away’ – odklon ‘turn.n away’ (cf. example 12b).
Therefore, while in English, verbs of motion are often polysemous in this way and a
large number of pairs have multiple labels with different types of motion, this poly-
semy is limited in Czech, where some of the meanings are denoted by reflexivization.

(12) a. kýv-a-t > kýv-a-t se > *kyvse
swing-IPFV-INF swing-IPFV-INF REFL swing-REFL

‘nod; swing.v’ (transitive) ‘swing.v’ (intransitive) ‘swing.n’
od-klon-i-t > od-klon-i-t se > *od-klon-se
PREF-turn-IPFV-INF PREF-turn-IPFV-INF REFL PREF-turn-REFL

‘turn.v away’ (transitive) ‘turn.v away’ (intransitive) ‘turn.n away’
b. kýv-a-t > kyv

swing-IPFV-INF swing
‘nod; swing.v’ (transitive) ‘swing.n’
od-klon-i-t > od-klon
PREF-turn-IPFV-INF PREF-turn
‘turn.v away’ (transitive) ‘turn.n away’

In summary, two main factors are hypothesized to play a role in the differences
found between how often the semantic relations appear in the English and Czech
sample, as well as the differences in the number of combinations of multiple seman-
tic relations. The first factor is the competition of conversion with different word-
formation processes in the word-formation system of each language (e.g., a stronger
preference for forming prefixed verbs or suffixed nouns for expressing certain mean-
ings in Czech). The second factor are some of the differences in the morphological
characteristics of English and Czech. The following characteristics of Czech have
been discussed: the overt marking of verbs with the thematic suffix, which makes it
possible to create converted verbs from derived nouns, the resultative verbal prefixes,
which are taken over from the verb into the converted noun, and the existence of re-
flexive verbs overtly marked with a reflexive pronoun combined with the fact that (in
contrast to the verbal prefixes) the reflexive pronouns cannot be carried over from the
verb into the noun.

There are several limitations to the study. Apart from its focus on only two lan-
guages and the limited size of the samples, the choice of the dictionary-based ap-
proach also has several drawbacks. One is the fact that the results are necessarily
affected by the coverage of the dictionaries and the structure of the dictionary def-
initions. We have tried to address this issue by using dictionaries with similar size
(SSJČ and Longman Dictionary) and similar conventions for describing meanings of
motivated words (SSJČ and OED). Another limitation of the methodology is the fact
that the frequency with which each of the documented semantic categories is used in
context is not analysed. If a sense is recorded for the given word in the dictionary, it
is counted as an occurrence of the corresponding semantic category, without examin-
ing how frequently the word is actually used in the given sense. Such analysis would
have to be based on corpus concordances.

The study is also limited in that we are not able to further analyse the influence of
word-formation processes which compete with conversion in each language. The data
sample is limited to the conversion pairs, and we therefore cannot answer questions
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about how frequently each of the semantic categories is expressed by other means
(such as words including derivational affixes, but also syntactic phrases). We have
suggested that there are cases where such competition seems to have a prominent
role, however, the analysis of the exact degree of its influence is beyond the scope of
this paper.

6 Conclusion

We have shown that, overall, the same semantic categories cover the range of se-
mantic relations found between the verb and the noun in the conversion pairs in both
Czech and English, despite the formal differences between the two languages. The
morphological characteristics of Czech and English do to some degree influence the
frequency with which the individual semantic relations appear, as well as the extent
to which a single conversion pair expresses multiple semantic relations. The results
contribute to the theory of conversion as approached from a typological perspective
(e.g., Štekauer et al., 2012; Valera, 2015) by showing the interaction between the mor-
phological characteristics and semantic types of conversion in two languages: Czech,
a language with inflectional morphology which requires overt inflectional markers on
verbs, and English, a language with analytic morphological features which allows for
a noun and a verb to have identical citation forms. We are aware that the results are to
some degree influenced by the cognitive semantic classification of conversion chosen
in the study and that because this is a case study carried out only on two languages
using data samples of limited size, the results are necessarily partial. To reach more
generalized conclusions, further research on larger data samples and on a wider range
of languages is needed.
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